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“I have no hostility to nature, but a
child’s love to it. I expand and live in
the warm day like corn and melons.”
~Ralph Waldo Emerson~

This week’s CSA
Sweet Corn…yum yum yum

share contains:
•

Corn is native to the Americas. The earliest known evidence

•

of domesticated corn is 8000 BC I what is now the Rio Balas region

•

of Mexico. Indirect evidence suggests corn may have been
domesticated even earlier, perhaps 10,000 years ago.
The word “corn” originally referred to other grains –
whichever grain was the most important within a region. For example,
in England, “corn” referred to their primary crop of wheat. In Ireland
and Scotland, the same word meant oats. Some Germans refer to
rye as “korn.” Early American settlers referred to what we know as
corn today as “corn on the cob.” Columbus and Spanish explores
acquired the name “maize” for this crop from the Taino Indians of
the Caribbean region, and that word was later translated into Greek:

Zea Mays. The scientific name of corn is Zea Mays.
We don’t spray anything on all of our produce, which is why
occasionally you may find evidence that some insects decided to try
your produce before you got it. Our corn is super tasty, but there
maybe a few kernels already nibbled on. Ants and some worms really
enjoy corn. No harm! Just eat around it!
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Gonzales Cabbage

Rainbow Swiss Chard
Assorted Summer
Squash

•
•

Mix Carrot bunch
Corn

•

Strawberries

•

Bull’s Blood Beets

•
•

Yukon Potatoes

Italian Sweet Basil
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Here is a recipe that incorporates summer squash, beets, Swiss chard, potatoes, and basil from

this week’s CSA share! If you don’t have a cast iron skillet you can roast everything on a baking
sheet first, then place in a skillet on the stovetop and add the eggs to cook at the end.

Red Flannel Hash
Total Time: 1 hour 15 mins.

Servings: 2-3

Ingredients
¼ cup vegetable oil

2 ½ cups potatoes, diced

2 garlic cloves, peeled and chopped

salt and pepper to taste

1 cup beets, peeled and diced
4 large eggs

½ cup finely chopped basil

½ white onion, peeled and diced
1 bunch Swiss chard

1 cup diced summer squash

Preparation
1. Heat the oven to 450 degrees Fahrenheit. Place the oil in a large cast iron skillet and put
the skillet in the oven for 5 minutes.

2. Combine potatoes, beets, onion, garlic, and squash in a large bowl. Sprinkle generously

with salt and pepper and toss to coat. Spread in an even layer in the hot skillet and roast
in the oven until everything gets crispy – about 25 minutes. Remove from oven, stir and
return to oven to roast until beets and potatoes are fully cooked – about 25 more
minutes.

3. Remove the skillet from the oven and stir in the Swiss chard and basil. Create 4

indentations in the hash and crack 1 egg into each indentation. Season the eggs with salt
and pepper. Return the skillet to the oven and cook the eggs to the desired doneness.

